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Abstract
Assessing instruction quality is a fundamen-
tal component of any improvement efforts in
the education system. However, traditional
manual assessments are expensive, subjective,
and heavily dependent on observers’ exper-
tise and idiosyncratic factors, preventing teach-
ers from getting timely and frequent feedback.
Different from prior research that focuses on
low-inference instructional practices, this pa-
per presents the first study that leverages Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
to assess multiple high-inference instructional
practices in two distinct educational settings:
in-person K-12 classrooms and simulated per-
formance tasks for pre-service teachers. This
is also the first study that applies NLP to mea-
sure a teaching practice that has been demon-
strated to be particularly effective for students
with special needs. We confront two challenges
inherent in NLP-based instructional analysis,
including noisy and long input data and highly
skewed distributions of human ratings. Our re-
sults suggest that pretrained Language Models
(PLMs) demonstrate performances comparable
to the agreement level of human raters for vari-
ables that are more discrete and require lower
inference, but their efficacy diminishes with
more complex teaching practices. Interestingly,
using only teachers’ utterances as input yields
strong results for student-centered variables, al-
leviating common concerns over the difficulty
of collecting and transcribing high-quality stu-
dent speech data in in-person teaching settings.
Our findings highlight both the potential and
the limitations of current NLP techniques in the
education domain, opening avenues for further
exploration.

1 Introduction

Evaluating instruction quality is a crucial compo-
nent for most efforts aimed at improving an edu-
cation system. Measuring teaching practices with
validity and reliability can help advance the under-
standing of effective teaching strategies, enhance

teacher professional learning, and thus improve
students’ academic performance (Adelman et al.,
2003; Wragg, 2011; Martinez et al., 2016; Desi-
mone and Pak, 2017). Traditional methods to as-
sess instruction quality require trained raters to
observe classrooms based on established criteria.
Despite its wide use in early childhood, K-12, and
higher education, a long line of research has identi-
fied a range of issues with this human-based class-
room observation approach, such as its lacking con-
sistency across schools and different learning con-
texts due to time and resource constraints, human
subjectivity, and varying levels of expertise among
raters, among others (Wang and Demszky, 2023;
Kraft et al., 2018; Kelly et al., 2020).

In light of the limitations of human-based class-
room observations, an emerging literature has
started to use Natural Language Processing (NLP)
techniques to automatically evaluate teaching prac-
tices by analyzing transcripts of classroom record-
ings (Demszky et al., 2023; Suresh et al., 2021;
Nazaretsky et al., 2023; Demszky et al., 2021;
Alic et al., 2022; Tan and Demszky, 2023). How-
ever, other than a few exceptions, these methods
and related applications mostly focus on relatively
low-inference instructional practices that rely on
specific and concrete teaching moves (Rosenshine
and Furst, 1971), such as the frequency of focus-
ing (or open-ended) questions (Alic et al., 2022).
In contrast, research is still scarce in exploring
the feasibility of building automated measures on
high-inference teaching practices, which require
observers to draw conclusions and make interpre-
tations based on many elements of teaching that
are more aligned with existing classroom observa-
tion tools (Grossman et al., 2013). One exception
is Wang and Demszky (2023), which uses zero-
shot prompting to explore ChatGPT’s ability in
classifying classroom transcripts for a widely-used
observation tool, Mathematical Quality Instruction
(MQI) (Hill et al., 2008). However, the authors find



the performance of ChatGPT to be quite poor.
In this paper, we set out to evaluate to what

extent state-of-the-art NLP methods can measure
high-inference instructional practices. We conduct
our study using data collected from both tradi-
tional in-person math classrooms in K-12 schools
and simulated performance tasks designed for pre-
service teachers. Our study is particularly novel in
its inclusion of teaching practices that are widely
acknowledged to be effective for students with spe-
cial needs in general math classrooms (Fuchs et al.,
2008; Gersten et al., 2009). While research has
been progressing quickly in the field of using NLP
to measure teaching practices, to our knowledge,
this is the first study that incorporates measures
that target students with special needs (Wang et al.,
2024). For general math education, we evaluate
11 observation variables across four dimensions of
math instruction quality in in-person classrooms
from MQI. Comparing the performance of pre-
trained language models (PLMs) for multiple high-
inference teaching practices allows us to evaluate
the relative performance of language models based
on the nature of measures.

Our analysis shows that the performances of fine-
tuned PLMs on measuring high-inference teaching
practices vary by the levels of required pedagogi-
cal expertise. PLMs work decently well for vari-
ables largely depending on lexical usage such as
mathematical language richness, achieving agree-
ment levels on par with human experts. In con-
trast, PLMs demonstrate worse performances on
variables that require further inferences that are
also challenging for human experts, such as the
precision of mathematical language and clarity of
mathematical content.

We identify and address several challenges that
negatively impact the performance of PLMs. The
first challenge is the highly skewed distribution of
labels due to the lack of high-rating teaching sam-
ples in practice. Across both datasets, high-rating
samples consist of less than 10% of the dataset
for the majority of variables. We address this is-
sue by adopting class-weighted loss to help predict
some variables, but the performance gain is limited.
Another challenge comes from the length of tran-
scripts used to infer teaching practices, which are
typically from 5- to 15-minute classroom record-
ings. Such noisy and long inputs impede PLMs
from focusing on the relevant information. We
adopt a two-stage strategy by first predicting rele-
vant sentences and then making the model focus on

predicted relevant sentences. We find this strategy
benefits variables whose assessment relies on multi-
ple sentences. Thus, even if the relevance classifier
falsely rules out some relevant sentences, there are
still cues for PLMs to make predictions. To this
end, we also use ChatGPT for zero-shot aspect
summarization as the relevance model in the first
stage but the extracted sentences are mostly irrele-
vant according to the rubrics, which is consistent
with Wang and Demszky (2023).

Although it is preferable to use all dialogue in
a classroom for measuring teaching practices, in
traditional classroom settings, however, the collec-
tion of student speech data is often challenging due
to microphone setups and consent requirements.
Surprisingly, we find that only using teachers’
utterances can achieve reasonable performances
for student-oriented observation variables. This
finding underscores the potential of focusing on
teacher-led discourse for comprehensive classroom
assessment.

We summarize our contributions as follows. (1)
We present to-date the most comprehensive study
of assessing high-inference instruction quality, en-
compassing both in-person and online educational
settings, with a wide coverage of observation vari-
ables notably including those deemed to be impor-
tant for special education. (2) We mitigate two
challenges inherent to this task, stemming from its
real-world setup and constraints. We introduce a
two-stage strategy to mitigate the impact of long
and noisy input and employ a class-weighted loss
to compensate for the lack of high-rating teaching
samples. (3) We demonstrate several practical im-
plications when using PLMs to measure teaching
practices, including the dependence of model per-
formances on the required pedagogical expertise
and the effectiveness of using only teachers’ utter-
ances for capturing classroom observations, even
for student-centered variables.

2 Data

To comprehensively evaluate PLMs’ ability to eval-
uate instruction quality, we select two datasets, the
Simulation for Special Education (SimSE) dataset
and the National Center for Teacher Effectiveness
(NCTE) Transcript dataset (Demszky and Hill,
2023), which capture both simulated teaching ses-
sions and in-person classrooms. We introduce the
details of these two datasets and their correspond-
ing instruction quality measurement.



Variable Definition High-Rating Examples

Unpacking
A statement making sense
of the context, quantities, or
mathematical relationships.

- “That word ‘about’ means I do not need to know exactly how much – I need to estimate. And to estimate,
I can find close, friendly numbers.” (Example of strategically addressing concepts that may be confusing
for students. Other examples may address vocab, context, using tables, etc.)

Self-
Instruction

An explicit statement made
by the teacher which refer-
ences their thinking and/or
processes related to making
sense of problems.

- “I’m going to ask myself, what is this problem about?” (Explicit general self-instruction example, such
examples should be paired with specific self-instruction statements or justifications to be rated as high.)
- “I know how many apples and how many bananas Naveah has in her basket.” (Explicit specific self-
instruction example).
- “What is this problem asking me? By putting it in my own words, I can make sure I get what’s going on.”
(This justification makes clear to students why putting a problem in their own words can help them make
sense of the problem)

Self-
Regulation

A self-instruction statement
that supports students’ emo-
tional regulation.

- “I just read this information and thought, this is a lot of information. When I’m feeling overwhelmed
by the amount of information in a problem, I know I can go back and re-read the problem sentence by
sentence to help me break the problem down into smaller, more manageable chunks.” (Example of explicit
reference to a self-regulation strategy and reference to how it can be applied across problems more broadly)

Table 1: Rating rubrics of selected metacognitive modeling components in the SimSE dataset.

Dimension Variable Definition High-Rating Examples/Criteria

Richness of the Mathe-
matics

Mathematical Language (MLANG) captures how fluently
the teacher (and students) use mathematical language and
whether the teacher supports students’ use of mathematical
language.

1. Density of mathematical language is high during periods of
teacher talk.
2. Moderate density, but also explicitness about terminology,
reminding students of meaning, pressing students for accurate use
of terms, encouraging student use of mathematical language.

Working with Students
and Mathematics

Remediation of Student Errors and Difficulties (REMED)
records instances of remediation in which student misconcep-
tions and difficulties with the content are addressed. Concep-
tual remediation gets at the root of student misunderstandings,
rather than repairing just the procedure or fact.

- “I noticed that some of you forgot to multiply both sides of the
equation by x. What happens if you multiply one side by x and
not the other?” [The class continues to discuss at length why you
need to multiply on both sides.] (Teacher engages in conceptual
remediation systematically and at length. )

Errors and Imprecision Imprecision in Language or Notation (LANGIMP) captures
problematic uses of mathematical language or notation

Imprecision occurs in most or all of the segment, OR imprecision
obscures the mathematics of the segment.

Student Participation
in Meaning-Making
and Reasoning

Students Provide Explanations (STEXPL) captures when stu-
dents provide a mathematical explanation for an idea, proce-
dure, or solution.

Student explanations characterize much of the segment.

Table 2: Rating rubrics of selected MQI variables in the NCTE dataset.

2.1 SimSE – Metacognitive Modeling

The SimSE dataset is collected on TeachSim,1 a
teaching simulation platform for pre-service teach-
ers. All participating teachers complete 5-minute
simulation sessions and receive coaching on how to
better elicit students’ thinking. Their teaching qual-
ity is evaluated based on metacognitive modeling,
which involves narration of actions, decisions, and
thought processes while demonstrating metacog-
nitive strategies (Archer and Hughes, 2010; Mon-
tague, 1992). The dataset in our analysis focuses
on students with special needs in general math ed-
ucation, collected from Fall 2022 to Spring 2023.
The simulation sessions in the dataset focus on
teaching metacognitive modeling while unpacking
(not solving) a word problem. Wilson and Cony-
ers (2016); McLeskey et al. (2017) show that such
a strategy is one of the most critical practices to
support students with special needs.

Concretely, metacognitive modeling is defined
to have five components, among which Unpacking,
Self-Instruction, and Self-Regulation are the most

1https://www.teachsim.org/

important to the practitioner. Table 1 shows the
definitions and high-rating examples for these com-
ponents. Rating these high-inference components
requires drawing conclusions from and interpreting
several elements of teaching. For example, Unpack-
ing can be applied to address context, quantities,
and mathematical relationships in word problems.
The core idea is that teachers should make sense of
the concepts strategically so that the understanding
can be generalized across problems. Self-regulation
may be simpler, as emotion-related words such
as “overwhelmed” and “confused” are strong cues,
though one can also implicitly express such emo-
tions by saying “there is a lot of information in the
problem”. More importantly, the emotion expres-
sion should be accompanied by regulation strate-
gies and how these strategies support sense-making
in general. Self-instruction is the most difficult
component as it requires multiple types of evidence.
The explicit, general self-instruction statements
should be paired with specific statements or jus-
tifications to support the understanding of the cur-
rent problem and metacognitive thinking for future
problem-solving.



Figure 1: Label distribution for metacognitive modeling
components in the SimSE dataset.

The other two components require less pedagog-
ical expertise: Objective evaluates the quality of
the teacher stating the two goals: paying attention
to the teacher’s thinking (so that students may use
it in their own future problem-solving) and mak-
ing sense of the problem. Ending requires teachers
to refrain from solving the problem or presenting
strategies or operations.

All these components are scored as low, mid, and
high (1 to 3), where the mid rating applies to sam-
ples that partially meet the criteria. The three-way
rating scale was developed by instruction experts
to balance granularity and reliability while provid-
ing meaningful differentiation of teaching quality.
While a more granular scale might provide more
nuanced insights, it would also exacerbate the diffi-
culty of achieving high inter-rater reliability, which
is already a considerable challenge in classroom
observations (Ho and Kane, 2013). We note that
collecting such educational data poses significant
challenges, notably the high cost of annotation and
the necessity for well-defined rubrics that delineate
each category unambiguously.

Dataset Statistics. The SimSE dataset contains
1,135 five-minute transcribed teaching sessions
(teachers’ talk only), each annotated with the five
metacognitive modeling components. A subset of
transcripts are annotated by two or three raters. The
Spearman correlations between raters are shown
in Table 3 (detailed computation process in Ap-
pendix B). We round the average score for each
session as the prediction label. The label distribu-
tions are highly skewed towards the low ratings,
which may account for up to 80% of the samples
for some components, as shown in Figure 1. We
note that the lack of high-rating teaching samples
stems from limitations in current educational re-

Figure 2: Top n-grams (n ∈ {1, 2, 3}) from sentences
that are annotated relevant to the mid-high and low rat-
ings for Self-Instruction. Only n-grams with 95% confi-
dence level are colored (z > 1.96).

sources. On average, each transcript has 416.1
words (std: 187.9).

Lexical Analysis. We examine the linguistic
properties of teaching language by analyzing the
lexical differences between low and high rating
samples. A subset of 199 transcripts have sentence-
level annotations of their relevance to each of the
five components. The raters were asked to select
the evidence sentences that helped them score each
component following the rubrics. We follow Mon-
roe et al. (2008) and use normalized log-odds-ratio
z to identify the n-grams more associated with each
rating level. Given the lack of high ratings, we com-
bine mid and high ratings and compare them with
low-rating transcripts.

From the visualization for the Self-Instruction
component in Figure 2, phrases like “help me”
can be signals for justification statements, which
are one of the required evidence for mid/high rat-
ings. However, we observe conflicting signals
for the other type of required evidence, specific
self-instruction statements. Typical self-instruction
phrases such as “think about”, “to draw”, and “fig-
ure out” are associated with mid/high ratings while
similar phrases such as “lets think”, “to find”, and
“to estimate” are associated with low ratings. There-
fore, the identification of mid/high rating compo-
nents requires high-inference ability and pedagogi-
cal expertise beyond lexical cues, highlighting the
difficulty of automatic measurement.

The SimSE dataset focuses on students with spe-
cial needs in simulated teaching sessions. We posit
that it represents a simpler context for analysis
compared to the in-person classroom setting, re-
gardless of the complexity of the variables being



examined. This is because the setting of the SimSE
dataset is similar to modular online teaching ses-
sions which are relatively shorter and comprise
teacher utterances only, without student interac-
tions. As in-person classrooms are another com-
mon educational setting, we also include the NCTE
dataset.

2.2 NCTE – MQI

The NCTE dataset is the largest publicly available
dataset of U.S. classroom transcripts linked with
classroom observation scores. The raters evaluate
math teaching quality based on MQI (Hill et al.,
2008) instruments along four dimensions: Rich-
ness of the Mathematics, Working with Students
and Mathematics, Errors and Imprecision, and Stu-
dent Participation in Meaning-Making and Rea-
soning. Each dimension has multiple observation
variables. We experiment on a total of eleven vari-
ables and present one variable per dimension for
presentation purposes, as shown in Table 2. The
description of the remaining seven variables can
be found in Appendix A. Similar to the SimeSE
dataset, these variables are scored on a scale of 1-3,
corresponding to low, mid, and high.

These variables also vary by the levels of peda-
gogical expertise required for evaluation. For exam-
ple, Mathematical Language (MLANG) is easier
as it mainly depends on the density of mathemat-
ical language usage. Remediation of Student Er-
rors and Difficulties (REMED) and Imprecision in
Language or Notation (LANGIMP) require further
inference on the mathematical language used in
classrooms. High ratings of REMED should re-
mediate student misunderstandings at a conceptual
level. Such remediation behavior and relevant dis-
cussion should occupy a large proportion of the
segment. LANGIMP covers math content, includ-
ing notation and languages used to convey technical
terms. Its evaluation requires an understanding of
these contents and the ability to identify when they
are imprecisely expressed. Students Provide Expla-
nations (STEXPL) is a student-oriented variable.

Dataset Statistics. The NCTE dataset consists of
1,660 4th and 5th grade elementary mathematics
observations collected by NCTE between 2010-
2013. The transcripts are anonymized and repre-
sent data from 317 teachers across 4 school dis-
tricts that serve largely historically marginalized
students. The original dataset has transcripts for
the whole class, which are typically 45-60 min-

Figure 3: Label distribution for MQI variables in the
NCTE dataset.

utes long, while the MQI instrument observation
variables apply to 7.5-minute segments. Therefore,
we align the transcripts with MQI observations, re-
sulting in 9,886 segments, each rated on 11 MQI
variables.

Similar to the SimSE dataset, the label distri-
bution in the NCTE dataset is also highly imbal-
anced. High-rating segments are extremely rare
and low-rating segments constitute large propor-
tions for most variables, which reverberates the
practical challenge of lacking highly rated teaching
activities in real-world education data.

Additionally, since the collection of student talk
is challenging in practice, student utterances are
often inaudible. We experimented with using
teacher utterances only and including student ut-
terances as input text. For the first input setting,
we concatenate all teacher utterances as input. To
include student utterances, we format the input
in the transcript style, where each utterance is
<speaker>:<utterance>. <speaker> can be ei-
ther the teacher, a student, or multiple students. All
speakers are anonymized, and the students have
identifiers (e.g., student A) generated by profes-
sional transcribers when possible. We discuss the
results of these two formats in Section 5. On av-
erage, each segment contains 647.6 words (std:
230.2) when using teacher utterances only, and
750.6 words (std: 259.9) when including student
utterances.

Despite the differences in variable definitions
and educational settings between metacognitive
modeling components in the SimSE dataset and
MQI variables in the NCTE dataset, assessing the
quality of these components or variables in both
datasets requires strong domain knowledge and the
ability to draw conclusions and interpret several
elements of teaching for human annotators. The



SimSE dataset is tailored towards metacognitive
modeling for students with special needs, and the
NCTE dataset concentrates on the mathematical
instruction quality. Therefore, we hope our study
can provide insights into the extent to which PLMs
can measure high-inference and highly domain-
specific instructional practices in both simulated
teaching sessions and in-person classrooms, two
common educational settings currently.

3 Methods

Measuring instruction practices is naturally formu-
lated as text classification tasks. To comprehen-
sively understand language models’ ability in these
tasks, we experiment with a wide range of PLMs.
Specifically, we fine-tuned the following models
by adding a classification head on top of the hidden
layers, using the implementation from Transformer
(Wolf et al., 2020), i.e., BERT (Devlin et al., 2018),
DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019), XLNet (Yang et al.,
2019), and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). We also
fine-tuned Llama2-7B (Touvron et al., 2023) with
QLoRA (Dettmers et al., 2024) in the instruction-
following style by converting the dataset to a next-
word prediction setup. More discussions on model
choices are in Appendix C.

Due to task setup in the real world and con-
straints of current education resources, automat-
ically measuring teaching quality is challenging
because (1) the text input is long and noisy and
(2) the label distributions are highly imbalanced,
as there are few high-rating teaching transcripts
following the standards in the rubric for each obser-
vation variable. We discuss how we mitigate these
two challenges with available resources next.

3.1 Challenge of Long Input

The average lengths for simulation sessions and
classroom segments in the SimSE and NCTE
datasets are 416.1 and 647.6 words, respectively.
Depending on the definitions of the observation
variables, the amount of irrelevant text in the
model input varies. As shown in Table 6 for the
SimSE dataset, components like Objective, Self-
Regulation, and Ending have fewer than or close
to two relevant sentences per simulation session,
while Self-Instruction has 8 and Unpacking has 21.

To reduce the impact of irrelevant information,
we develop a two-stage prediction strategy that first
predicts the relevance of each sentence and then
scores on the concatenation of sentences predicted

as relevant. Formally, for each component, we first
build a relevance model YR(si) that predicts the
relevance of each sentence si in transcript T . We
then train a classification model YS(SR) whose in-
put concatenates the sentences predicted as relevant
by YR, i.e., SR = {YR(si) = 1|si ∈ T}.

Additionally, given the recent success of Chat-
GPT in summarization tasks (Zhang et al., 2024),
especially aspect summarization for conversa-
tions (Yang et al., 2023), we also experiment with
using ChatGPT as the relevance model in the first
stage. The two-stage model can then be defined as
YS(S(T )), where S(·) is the summarization model,
and its output is directly used as the input for the
classification model in the second stage.

3.2 Challenge of Label Imbalance

High-rating transcripts are rare in our datasets and
in real-world classrooms/simulation sessions as
shown in the largest study on teaching quality to
date by Kane and Staiger (2012). Therefore, dif-
ferentiating mid- and high-rating transcripts from
low-rating ones is helpful in practice. We group
the mid- and high-rating transcripts and convert the
three-way classification task to a binary one. We
report the performances in both settings.

Moreover, the low-rating transcripts are the ma-
jor class for almost all observation variables, taking
up from 53% to 89% of the samples. For both bi-
nary and three-way settings, we use cross-entropy
loss weighted by the inverse class frequency, de-
fined as L(y, ŷ) = −

∑c
j=1wjyj log(ŷj), where

yj = 1 if training sample i belongs to class j and 0
otherwise. y and ŷ are the ground-truth label and
predicted label, respectively. c is the number of
classes, and wj = N

c×Nj
is the weight for class j,

where N and Nj are the total number of training
examples and the number of class j respectively.

4 Experiments

To evaluate the models and techniques introduced
above, we randomly split the simulation sessions
and classroom segments from the SimSE and
NCTE datasets into train/dev/test sets with a ratio
of 60%/20%/20%. For each observation variable,
we fine-tune the models mentioned in Section 3
on the training set, including variants that apply
the two-stage prediction strategy introduced in Sec-
tion 3.1 (only on the SimSE data due to the avail-
ability of sentence-level annotations) and the ones
that use the weighted loss defined in Section 3.2.



Component ρrater
Three-way Binary

Majority F1 F1 Spearman Majorify F1 F1

Objective 0.79 27±1 75±3 0.83±0.02 41±1 91±2
Unpacking 0.57 22±1 64±1 0.61±0.03 35±2 77±2
Self-Instruction 0.34 29±0 60±7 0.56±0.04 43±0 76±2
Self-Regulation 0.62 31±0 65±4 0.68±0.05 46±0 85±4
Ending 0.78 28±1 81±3 0.90±0.01 43±0 95±1

Table 3: Test set performance of selected models for
metacognitive modeling components in the SimSE
dataset. ρrater shows the weighted average Spearman
correlation among human raters in the three-way setting.
F1 scores are in percentage. All Spearman correlations
on the test sets are significant with 95% confidence.

Variable
Three-way Binary

Majority F1 F1 Spearman Majority F1 F1

MLANG 23±0 53±1 0.42±0.02 38±0 69±1
REMED 23±0 43±1 0.28±0.01 35±0 65±1
LANGIMP 29±0 44±4 0.20±0.04 43±0 61±1
STEXPL 28±0 47±2 0.35±0.01 42±0 69±1

Table 4: Test set performance of selected models for
the four selected MQI variables in the NCTE dataset.
Inputs use teacher text only. F1 scores are in percentage.
All Spearman correlations on the test sets are significant
with 95% confidence.

We select the best model combination based on
dev set performances and report their performances
on the test set in Table 3 and Table 4 for the SimSE
and NCTE datasets respectively. We follow this
procedure for three-way and binary settings and
report macro-F1 as the evaluation metric for both.
We use Majority F1 as the baseline of predicting the
majority rating to show the performance gain for
each variable. For the three-way setting, we also
report the Spearman correlation, a non-parametric
measure of ranking correlation, to account for the
ranking of the labels (i.e., low, mid, and high). We
repeat experiments for each observation variable
five times and report the mean and standard devia-
tion of the performance scores.

The test set results for selected models are shown
in Table 3 and Table 4 for the SimSE and NCTE

Variable Three-way Binary

F1 (%) Spearman F1 (%)

MLANG 52±1 0.40±0.02 68±2
REMED 44±1 0.27±0.02 63±2
LANGIMP 42±4 0.19±0.02 60±1
STEXPL 48±3 0.37±0.02 68±1

Table 5: Test set performance of selected models for the
four selected MQI variables in the NCTE dataset. Inputs
are in the transcript format. All Spearman correlations
on the test sets are significant with 95% confidence

Component Avg. # Sent. Majority F1 F1 Positive F1

Objective 1.9 49±0 88±1 78±3
Unpacking 21.9 38±0 79±1 84±1
Self-Instruction 8.4 43±0 75±1 62±2
Self-Regulation 0.7 50±0 78±2 57±5
Ending 2.3 48±0 65±2 35±4

Table 6: Sentence prediction results for SimSE dataset.
Avg. # Sent. is the average number of relevant sen-
tences in each simulation session. Positive F1 is the
F1 score of the positive class (relevant sentences). F1
scores are in percentage.

datasets, respectively. Results for the other seven
MQI variables are shown in Appendix A, and hy-
perparameter searching and other training details
are described in Appendix C.

5 Results and Discussion

In general, models perform much better on
metacognitive modeling components than MQI
variables, partly due to the shorter input length
and the teacher-only setup. However, we observe
considerable variations across the variables. We
discuss the insights in detail as follows.

LLMs work better for variables that require less
pedagogical expertise. In Table 3, Objective and
Ending have significant Spearman correlations over
0.8 in the three-way setting and F1 scores over 0.9
in the binary setting. However, components that
require higher levels of pedagogical expertise, i.e.,
Unpacking, Self-Instruction, and Self-Regulation,
have notably worse performance, although still ob-
taining comparable correlation levels as achieved
by human raters. Similarly, in Table 4, LLMs work
better for MLANG which can be assessed by lex-
ical usage, while perform worse on REMED and
LANGIMP, which require further inferences of
mathematical knowledge. Similar trends can be
observed for other MQI variables in Table 8.

Using only teacher utterances as input captures
most observations, even for student-oriented
variables. For NCTE, we experimented with us-
ing only teacher utterances and including student
utterances (Table 4 and Table 5, additional results
in Appendix A). We find that using only teacher
utterances achieves comparable and even better re-
sults for all MQI variables, despite ignoring student
utterances. This is particularly interesting for the
student-oriented variables (e.g., STEXPL) in the
Student Participation in Meaning-Making and Rea-
soning dimension of MQI. Student talk is hard to



Component
Normal Weighted Two-stage Two-stage + Weighted

distilbert bert xlnet roberta Llama2 distilbert bert xlnet roberta distilbert bert xlnet roberta distilbert bert xlnet roberta

Objective 74±3 67±13 69±15 69±9 41±7 73±2 56±21 55±26 65±22 71±4 72±4 50±23 62±12 70±2 61±12 56±12 64±12
Unpacking 64±5 49±24 57±20 67±4 44±9 67±5 59±12 41±27 67±4 63±6 63±6 56±20 65±9 65±4 64±4 38±20 57±20
Self-Instruction 63±10 57±11 55±16 48±14 36±17 63±9 56±18 40±16 44±18 52±6 55±16 41±19 48±15 60±10 47±12 35±9 42±13
Self-Regulation 50±5 45±11 47±11 42±16 31±0 53±9 42±15 39±9 45±19 65±5 61±8 49±14 42±11 69±5 66±9 56±8 60±8
Ending 69±4 60±18 76±11 66±7 44±10 67±4 51±22 72±24 51±17 57±9 56±10 50±11 55±14 61±6 61±7 40±21 61±10

Table 7: The F1 scores (%) of predicting metacognitive modeling components on the Dev set of SimSE dataset in
the three-way setting. The best-performing models are bolded.

collect in practice since it requires setting up multi-
ple mics across the classroom and obtaining privacy
consent. The fact that we can measure student ac-
tivities with teacher utterances alone underscores
the potential of focusing on teacher-led discourse
for comprehensive classroom assessment.

The results above are from models selected from
various model types and combined with different
techniques described in Section 3. We next present
the results and discuss their implications.

Class-weighted loss marginally improves the
performances. Variables that have more bal-
anced class distributions tend to have better per-
formance, but the intrinsic difficulty of the vari-
ables seems to be the driving factor. For example,
Self-regulation has a more skewed distribution but
worse performance compared to Self-Regulation.
Similar observations can be made when compar-
ing Unpacking with Objective or Ending. More-
over, the adoption of class-weighted loss achieved
best performance on 10 out of the 16 variables
in the three-way setting (Tables 7 and 12) and 9
out of 16 in the binary setting (Tables 11 and 13),
although the differences are small. Therefore, class-
weighted loss helps but with a marginal effect.

5.1 Discussion
Dealing with long input. We employ a two-stage
prediction strategy, as described in Section 3.1.
Due to data availability, we only have sentence-
level annotations on a subset of the SimSE dataset.
We apply the same experiment setup for the classifi-
cation task on this sentence-level relevance predic-
tion task. The results are shown in Table 6. From
Tables 7 and 11, we find that the two-stage strategy
helps Self-Instruction and Self-Regulation in the
three-way setting, despite their moderate F1 scores
on the relevant (positive) class in the first stage. We
suspect that components with multiple relevant sen-
tences (i.e., Self-Instruction) per session are less
prone to the error of the relevance classifier. That
is, missing one or two relevant sentences would
result in empty inputs for Objective and Ending,

which usually have only a few relevant sentences
per session. For Self-Regulation, as this teaching
practice depends on emotion-related expressions,
we conjecture that the predicted relevant sentences
are likely from mid- and high-rating samples.

We also use ChatGPT as a zero-shot summariza-
tion model to avoid reliance on costly sentence-
level annotations. However, our preliminary analy-
sis shows that the relevant utterances retrieved by
ChatGPT are not helpful. For example, as shown in
Figure 4, when prompted to summarize or extract
utterances related to REMED, ChatGPT overesti-
mated the mathematical instruction quality of the
utterances and falsely identified relevant sentences
that were leading questions regardless of whether
they were addressing student errors and difficulty
or whether they were at conceptual level. It failed
to make inferences based on the level of pedagog-
ical expertise required for assessing these subject
matter variables. The finding is consistent with
Wang and Demszky (2023), who found that 30%
of the highlights retrieved by ChatGPT are unfaith-
ful, 55% are irrelevant, and 71% are not insightful,
determined by education experts. Such poor pre-
liminary results, along with the high cost, warrant
no further large-scale experiments.

Model choices. Among all the PLMs employed
in the experiments, DistilBERT, RoBERTa, and
XLNet have comparable performance, outperform-
ing BERT in many cases. Notably, fine-tuning
Llama2 with parameter-efficient methods results in
unsatisfactory results in these subject-matter tasks.
As shown in Tables 7 and 11, it only marginally im-
proves the majority baseline in most cases. We also
experimented with using other parameter-efficient
methods like p-tuning (Liu et al., 2023) and train-
ing Llama2 by adding a classification head on top
of the hidden layers. The results are similar. There-
fore, we report the results of the commonly adopted
setup of fine-tuning Llama2 as a next-word predic-
tion task (Touvron et al., 2023), by converting the
dataset to instruction-following (Appendix C).



6 Related Work

Prior works on automatic teaching evaluations
primarily focused on low-level instruction statis-
tics such as the frequency of certain utterance-
level teaching strategies employed in the class-
room. Considering teachers’ questions in the class-
room play a crucial role in students’ engagement
and academic achievement (Kelly, 2007), many re-
searchers studied question-related behaviors such
as detecting utterances that contain questions (Blan-
chard et al., 2016; Donnelly et al., 2017), identi-
fying authentic questions without prescripted an-
swers (Cook, 2018; Kelly et al., 2018; Reilly and
Schneider, 2019), identifying focusing and funnel-
ing questions (Alic et al., 2022), and so on (Huang
et al., 2020). Other discourse features of teachers
have also been shown to influence learning achieve-
ment. For instance, Hunkins et al. (2022) detects
socio-emotional supports. Demszky et al. (2021)
measures teachers’ uptake to provide feedback for
students’ contribution. Schlotterbeck et al. (2021);
Xu et al. (2020) recognizes different types of teach-
ing activities such as presenting, guiding, and man-
agement (Tan and Demszky, 2023).

Despite previous efforts on low-level evaluation,
Wang and Demszky (2023) provided some prelim-
inary results on evaluating teaching quality and
providing high-level feedback, which aligns more
with the current forms of observation feedback in
education. However, their study focused on testing
ChatGPT’s zero-shot ability and only evaluated a
small set of MQI variables in the NCTE dataset.

7 Future Work

Model Choices. Although our experiments cover
a wide range of PLMs including the recently re-
leased Llama2-7B model, there are still many
powerful large language models requiring rich re-
sources that we did not include in the study. With
the negative results in the zero-shot setting (Wang
and Demszky, 2023), future works can explore var-
ious ways to adapt these models to the setting of
similar tasks, i.e., make Large Language Models
(LLMs) better follow the instructions in the rubrics
and align them with experts’ preferences.

Model Explainability. Our study shows that fine-
tuned PLMs can achieve performances comparable
to experts’ agreement for some observation vari-
ables. However, these models only provide the
final scores without reliably explaining their predic-

tion behaviors. Explainable models would not only
enhance trust among education practitioners (Lip-
ton, 2018) but could also enrich the feedback that
teachers receive. Our preliminary analysis using
attribution score to highlight the important tokens
achieves unsatisfactory results, suggesting more ef-
forts on this venue. Additionally, PLMs are known
to utilize spurious correlation when making predic-
tions (Zhou et al., 2023; Tu et al., 2020). Explain-
able models would facilitate the verification of un-
derlying reasons for prediction and further improve
model generalizability. Another way of providing
insights into models’ behaviors is to generate free-
text explanations, which seems promising with the
recent advance of generative LLMs.

Multimodality. Education recordings inherently
encompass multiple modalities, offering rich data
through visual aspects like facial expressions and
acoustic elements such as vocal tones, which are
pivotal for education specialists in assessing teach-
ing quality. However, these features are underex-
plored in automated methods due to the lack of
high-quality video or audio data. More advanced
recording devices and the increasing prevalence
of online educational platforms can facilitate the
collection of high-quality audio and visual content,
paving the road for future research. Nonetheless,
the sensitive nature of audio and video data de-
mands a cautious approach, emphasizing the im-
portance of privacy considerations in the handling
of such information.

8 Conclusion

In this study, we present the most comprehensive
study to date on assessing high-level instruction
quality, spanning both in-person and simulated
educational settings, with a wide coverage of ob-
servation variables for math education, including
metacognitive components tailored for students
with special needs. We find that the performance
of PLMs largely depends on the level of pedagogi-
cal expertise required for assessing the observation
variables, despite employing various techniques
aimed at addressing the issues of lengthy inputs
and the scarcity of high-rating samples. Our study
enhances the understanding of the extent to which
current NLP techniques work in education and
brings insights into automatically evaluating high-
inference instruction quality, which could reduce
disparities in teachers’ professional learning and,
consequently, students’ academic outcomes.



Limitations

Generalizability. Although our study includes
two distinct educational settings, the NCTE datset
is the largest available dataset of U.S. classroom,
and the SimSE dataset focus on students with spe-
cial needs, they still only capture a small proportion
of U.S. classrooms and teaching activities. More-
over, the NCTE dataset was collected over a decade
ago and thus may not represent the current educa-
tion field, even though teaching practices have re-
mained relatively constant over time (Cuban, 1993;
Cohen and Mehta, 2017). Therefore, there are limi-
tations to the generalizability of the findings. It is
important to carefully validate the measures built
on these datasets before employing them in a new
domain or a target population.

Lack of High-Rating Teaching Samples. One
issue we tried to address in this study is the lack of
high-rating teaching samples. However, this is lim-
ited by the lack of high-quality teaching activities
in real-world classrooms/simulation sessions (Kane
and Staiger, 2012). In fact, the teaching simulation
platform that curated the SimSE dataset aims to
improve teachers’ professional development, along
with a lot of ongoing efforts to provide teachers
with timely feedback (Demszky and Liu, 2023).
Moreover, with the recent advance of generative
LLMs (Liu et al., 2024), researchers have started
exploring the potential of using them to generate
educational content (Li et al., 2023; Zelikman et al.,
2023). Despite their relatively poor performances
in solving math problems (Frieder et al., 2024),
coaching on mathematical education (Wang and
Demszky, 2023), and remediating students’ math-
ematical errors (Wang et al., 2023), the generated
content can still be helpful to some extent.
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A Additional MQI Variables

For Richness of the Mathematics, we have LINK
that measures students’ and teachers’ explicit link-
ing and connections between different representa-
tions of a mathematical idea or procedure; EXPL
that evaluates the quality of the teacher’s mathe-
matical explanations; MMETH that evaluates the
quality when multiple procedures or solution meth-
ods are discussed. For Errors and Imprecision, we
have MAJERR that captures major mathematical
errors and LCP that captures when a teacher’s utter-
ances cannot be understood. For Student Participa-
tion in Meaning-Making and Reasoning, we have
SMQR that measures how students engage in math-
ematical thinking that has features of important
mathematical practices; and ETCA that captures
student engagement in tasks in which they think
deeply and reason about mathematics, regardless of
the initial demand of the curriculum/textbook task
or how the teacher sets up the task for students.

The statistics and results for these additional
MQI variables are shown in Table 8 and Table 9.

Variable
Three-way Binary

Majority F1 F1 Spearman Majority F1 F1

LINK 25±0 53±1 0.46±0.02 37±0 71±1
EXPL 25±0 46±2 0.32±0.02 38±0 66±2
MMETH 29±0 51±3 0.39±0.03 44±0 70±1
MAJERR 28±0 37±1 0.12±0.03 48±0 55±1
LCP 30±0 37±1 0.15±0.04 46±0 58±1
SMQR 27±0 45±2 0.26±0.02 41±0 62±1
ETCA 24±0 48±2 0.32±0.01 36±0 64±0

Table 8: Test set performance of selected models for the
additional seven MQI variables in the NCTE dataset. F1
scores are in percentage. Inputs use teacher text only.

Variable Three-way Binary

F1 (%) Spearman F1 (%)

LINK 50±1 0.41±0.02 70±1
EXPL 46±1 0.31±0.03 65±2
MMETH 50±3 0.36±0.02 68±1
MAJERR 37±0 0.13±0.01 56±1
LCP 37±1 0.13±0.02 57±1
SMQR 45±0 0.26±0.03 62±1
ETCA 46±1 0.30±0.02 65±0

Table 9: Test set performance of selected models for
the additional seven MQI variables in the NCTE dataset.
Inputs are in the transcript format.

B Computation for Spearman
Correlation among Human Raters

For the SimSE dataset, we describe the computa-
tion process for the Spearman correlation among
human raters. For each pair of raters, we calculate
the Spearman correlation on the samples that they
both annotated, as shown in Table 10. The final
correlation values in Table 3 are weighted average
values weighted by the sample size for each pair of
raters.

Rater1 Rater2 N Objective Unpacking Self-Instruction Self-Regulation Ending
1 2 80 0.87 0.81 0.33 0.52 0.88
1 3 28 0.56 0.55 -0.08 0.85 0.87
1 4 76 0.69 0.45 0.36 0.53 0.76
1 5 44 0.95 0.55 0.34 0.45 0.73
1 6 51 0.77 0.64 0.44 0.56 0.78
1 7 46 0.89 0.68 0.64 0.82 0.87
1 8 41 0.82 0.42 0.68 0.77 0.77
2 3 30 0.91 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.66
2 4 54 0.87 0.60 0.44 0.68 0.52
2 5 41 0.70 0.30 0.38 0.47 0.58
2 6 61 0.77 0.69 0.19 0.66 0.92
2 7 49 0.64 0.51 0.36 0.55 0.90
2 8 56 0.72 0.48 0.73 0.69 0.77
3 4 23 0.61 0.53 - 0.59 0.76
3 5 20 0.79 0.80 - 1.00 0.44
3 6 22 0.81 0.51 0.69 0.69 0.87
3 7 32 0.77 0.31 -0.12 0.76 0.70
4 5 47 0.80 0.49 -0.06 0.86 0.82
4 6 58 0.82 0.50 0.33 0.47 0.62
4 7 55 0.78 0.56 0.20 0.86 0.87
4 8 32 0.77 0.68 0.40 0.56 0.74
5 6 41 0.81 0.39 -0.06 - 0.59
5 7 58 0.77 0.70 0.29 0.69 0.85
5 8 34 0.79 0.26 0.51 0.39 0.85
6 7 53 0.83 0.68 0.55 0.86 0.97
6 8 24 0.91 0.52 0.34 - 0.91
7 8 23 0.90 0.91 -0.07 0.69 0.94

Table 10: Spearman correlation between each pair of
raters in the SimSE dataset. N denotes sample size
and − indicates there is only one type of rating in the
samples that two raters annotated for the component,
resulting in invalid correlation values.

C Training Details

For BERT, DistilBERT, XLNet, and RoBERTa,
the model checkpoints are bert-large-uncased,
distilbert-base-uncased, xlnet-large-cased, and
roberta-large. we used a fixed set of hyperparame-
ters, where the learning rate is 2× 10−5 and batch
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Component
Normal Weighted Two-stage Two-stage + Weighted

distilbert bert xlnet roberta llama2 distilbert bert xlnet roberta distilbert bert xlnet roberta distilbert bert xlnet roberta

Objective 89±2 79±22 70±27 75±23 63±7 89±3 88±4 74±22 89±3 88±2 88±2 88±2 86±4 88±2 88±2 83±6 88±2
Unpacking 77±1 61±23 66±18 76±2 53±16 77±1 65±19 73±3 76±1 74±1 67±18 59±22 75±2 74±2 75±1 67±19 67±17
Self-Instruction 75±2 73±7 56±18 68±15 49±9 78±1 59±17 68±14 70±15 76±2 77±3 71±16 60±16 77±2 75±4 70±15 73±5
Self-Regulation 81±3 71±15 69±21 76±18 48±5 81±5 59±18 56±14 46±0 86±2 85±5 80±3 75±16 86±4 85±2 81±4 81±4
Ending 86±2 79±20 84±23 78±20 69±10 86±2 82±8 94±2 87±3 82±7 79±11 70±18 76±12 83±4 83±4 80±6 82±8

Table 11: The F1 scores (%) of predicting metacognitive modeling components performance on Dev set of SimSE
dataset in the binary setting. The best-performing models are bolded.

size is 4. Each model is trained for 6 epochs and
the checkpoint with the best F1 performance on
the Dev set is selected for comparisons with other
models.

For Llama2, we experimented with 7B and 13B
model versions. However, we did not observe sat-
isfying performances with these models after sev-
eral trials with different training paradigms (i.e.,
QLoRA and P-tuning) and hyperparameter settings.
For QLora, We took inspiration from (Raschka,
2023) and experimented {r = 8, α = 16}, {r =
16, α = 32}, {r = 128, α = 256}, {r = 256, α =
512}, and {r = 512, α = 1024}. Here we report
the hyperparameters for the results with QLoRA
as shown in Table 12 and Table 13. The hyperpa-
rameters for QLoRA are r = 256, α = 512 with a
dropout rate of 0.1. The learning rate for training
is 2× 10−4, batch size is 2 with gradient accumu-
lation step 4, trained for 5 epochs. Each training
sample is converted to the following instruction-
following prompt: Transcript: {transcript}
Rating: {rating} and the prompt for test sam-
ples is Transcript: {transcript} Rating:.
All models are trained on one RTXA6000 GPU.

D Additional Dev Set Performance

This section shows the Dev set performances for the
metacognitive modeling components in the SimSE
dataset in the binary setting (Table 11), and for
the MQI variables from the NCTE dataset, in the
binary (Table 12) and three-way (Table 13) settings.

E Qualitative Analysis of Summarization
with ChatGPT

Figure 4 shows a qualitative example of using Chat-
GPT with a summarization prompt in the first stage
of the proposed two-stage prediction strategy.

Example of aspect summarization:

Teacher:    Thank you. How many of you got 
three-twelfths as one of your fractions? So I say the 
obvious because we were talking about twelfths 
and we did one-twelfth, [...] Who can explain why 
it’s one-fourth? Good job Student. Student J?
Student J:    Because if you do three-twelfths 
divided by three it equals one-fourth.
Teacher:    So you’re using division? Why is she 
using 12? Why is she using 12 when she divides? 
Student?
[...]

Extract the utterances of Remediation of Student 
Errors and Difficulties in this transcript.

Model output:

Here are the utterances from the transcript that 
address the remediation of student errors and 
difficulties:

1. "So Student put three-twelfths. But what else do 
you notice about this whole piece? You could do it 
mathematically or you could see something else 
looking at it visually."

2. "Why is she using 12 when she divides? 
Student? Because we know that the whole is 12."

3. "What could we have divided by? What could 
we have divided by? Three. Three divided three is 
one. Twelve divided by three is? Four."

[...]

These utterances highlight how the teacher 
addresses student errors and difficulties by 
providing explanations, asking leading questions, 
and encouraging discussion among the students to 
clarify concepts and correct misconceptions.

Figure 4: An example for using ChatGPT to extract
utterances relevant to REMED. The example is rated as
low in the NCTE dataset, while ChatGPT overestimates
the quality of the sample.



Variable
Normal Weighted

distilbert bert roberta distilbert bert roberta

LINK 48±3 46±12 53±1 51±1 41±15 32±12
EXPL 44±0 42±10 46±3 47±2 30±10 36±10
MMETH 45±1 45±9 45±9 51±2 47±10 47±10
MLANG 50±2 54±1 53±1 54±1 36±18 39±16
REMED 41±0 37±10 45±2 45±1 29±10 34±11
MAJERR 38±2 35±3 35±3 39±2 36±3 34±3
LANGIMP 40±1 40±1 38±5 45±1 40±7 40±7
LCP 38±1 38±1 34±4 37±1 35±5 37±4
STEXPL 45±1 46±1 45±1 46±1 44±9 40±9
SMQR 40±0 41±2 37±9 44±2 35±8 37±7
ETCA 43±1 42±11 47±4 47±1 32±11 34±14

Table 12: F1 scores (%) on the NCTE Dev dataset in
the three-way setting.

Variable
Normal Weighted

distilbert bert roberta distilbert bert roberta

LINK 70±1 63±15 57±18 70±1 57±18 65±15
EXPL 67±2 54±15 49±16 66±1 60±13 59±13
MMETH 69±2 60±15 69±4 69±1 59±14 57±13
MLANG 70±0 64±15 70±1 70±1 70±1 63±15
REMED 64±1 65±1 53±17 64±1 53±16 53±15
MAJERR 57±2 49±4 52±4 57±1 48±1 49±4
LANGIMP 59±1 57±8 58±8 61±1 51±10 54±10
LCP 57±2 52±6 48±5 58±1 51±6 50±7
STEXPL 68±1 69±1 70±1 68±1 63±12 54±14
SMQR 62±1 46±9 46±10 62±1 49±11 58±9
ETCA 64±1 65±1 54±16 64±1 42±14 36±1

Table 13: F1 scores on the NCTE Dev dataset in the
binary setting.
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